
Activity 1: Area of Rectangular Shapes by Using Rectangular Units 

Level: Grade 3 or up 

Prerequisite: Meaning of area and what it means to find the area of a region 

Overview of the Activity: This activity is preparing students to the formula of area of rectangles 

by exploring area of rectangular regions with rectangular shapes. There are a couple of reasons 

for why we provided rectangular units instead of square units. You might consider having an 

activity with a collection of different units and asking the area of a rectangular region before this 

activity. There are examples of that kind of activity in textbooks before using units with corners. 

However in most textbooks students are provided with triangles, circles and squares and they 

make a decision over squares are best because they tessellate nicely to cover the whole region. 

Even though it is nice to question different two-dimensional units in covering two-dimensional 

regions, we think that we skip a step there. When you compare squares over triangles and circles 

you can only conclude that shapes with corners are better than shapes without corners. You 

might even get a nice tessellation by using right triangles. In addition research provides evidence 

on resemblance idea in covering regions, meaning using shape-like units in covering regions. 

Therefore if we want to find the area of rectangular regions, we need to question why we do not 

consider rectangular units. Rectangular units have corners and they have the resemblance with 

the shape we want to quantify. This kind of work might motivate a need for a square unit 

especially to be able to state area of rectangular regions in general terms meaning length times 

width produces area.  

Goals:  

Recognize meaning and variety of unit of area measurement,  

Structure two-dimensional regions 

Using sufficient and insufficient units efficiently and effectively in covering two-dimensional 

regions 

Recognize why length times length produces area 

Making connections between linear units and square units in finding area of rectangular regions 

Launch: Before simulation, ask students what it means to find the area of this gray shape by 

using provided unit.  



Play the simulation and talk about different ways to count units. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ask students how they can explain method used in the simulation in finding area.  

Today we will talk about different ways of finding area of a rectangular region by using 

rectangular units.  

 

Explore: 

Spend some time on this virtual manipulative and answer the following questions while you are 

working on the activity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Questions:  

1. Describe two different methods you might use to find the area of the gray shape. 

2. Can you express the area of this shape in two different units? If yes, how? If no, why? 

3.  How did you approach the problem of not having sufficient number of units? 

4. Did every one find the same number? If not, what does that mean?  

Monitor students work for different methods and answers with different units.  

Summarize  

Answer explore questions as a whole group. Bring examples of student work to the whole group 

discussion and have students analyze each other’s work.  



Explore 2: 

Spend some time on this simulation and answer the following questions as you work on it. 

 

Questions: 

1. Why does the simulation create tick marks? What are those tick marks for? 

2. What parts of this rectangle is traced with tick marks? 

3. What do we get when we count tick marks? 

4. How do we find the area of this rectangle by using those tick marks? 

4. Explain why we can or cannot state our answer by square units. 

 

Summarize: 

Use grid simulation to extend the discussion on why length units produce area 

units. 

You might ask the following questions or provide as a worksheet to assess 

students understanding. 

Follow-Up Worksheet



1. Use the provided unit to find the area of the blue rectangular region. Explain you method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Marty and Alan are arguing about the area of the orange rectangular region. Marty says that it 

is 12 unit squares and Alan claims that it is 48 unit squares.  Both of them used the green unit 

provided in the question. Which one is correct? Explain. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. One student in the class created tick marks to find the area of purple rectangular region.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. How can you use those tick marks to find the area of this rectangular region? 



b. Show and state the unit of measurement used in this problem. 

c. State the area of this rectangular region in a different unit. Provide your unit of measurement. 

How is this different and similar than the one you reviewed in a and b.  


